Liquid Chalk = bye bye fine dust?
The high fine dust pollution in climbing gyms has been a problem for a long time. There doesn’t exist a
toxicological evaluation for magnesium carbonate, however, some studies show that a ban of chalk
and the use of liquid chalk decreases the fine dust pollution (PM10) in climbing gyms considerably.
Therefore, besides making maximal use of ventilation possibilities, also liquid chalk can help in this
respect.

CHALKER Liquid Chalk
12 x 100 ml bottle
Product Code: RT10LC12
Cost/bottle: 3,25€
RRP/bottle: 6,50€
Cost 12 bottles: 38,25€

Take me to the product page!
CHALKER Liquid Chalk
12 x 250 ml bottle
Product Code: RT25LC12
Cost/bottle: 5,15€
RRP/bottle: 9,90€
Cost 12 bottles: 61,00€

Take me to the product page!

Chalk for the fresh air lovers
Spring is treating us with nice weather and warm temperatures and the majority of the climbers have
already started their outdoor-season. At the fresh air loose chalk and chalk balls are definitely
justified!

CHALKER Loose Chalk
300 g magnesiumcarbonat powder
Product Code: RT30CP
Cost: 4,25€
RRP: 8,90€

Take me to the product page!

CHALKER twin chalkballs
2x35 g magnesium carbonate balls
Product Code: RT35CB
Cost: 2,95€
RRP: 5,90€

Take me to the product page!

More climbing essentials
Check out our other climbing essentials to complete your portfolio!

PAPNU Chalkbags
The chalkbag made of paper comes in 4
different designs.
Product Code: ZB03PG, ZB03PW, ZB03PS,
ZB03PB
Cost/chalkbag.: 14,95€
RRP/chalkbag.: 29,90€

Take me to the product page!
FINGER SUPPORT TAPE 20 pcs.
20 x 3,8cm | 10m | mixed colors
Product Code: RT38FT-MIX.20
Cost/piece: 2,90€
RRP/piece: 6,50€
Cost 20 pcs.: 54,00€

Take me to the product page!

Explore even more chalk, tape and add-ons: click here!

Safe the date!
Our upcoming show in Europe.
OutDoor by ISPO
Place:
München
Date:
June 30 - July 3, 2019

The new Data Protection Law of the European Union (GDPR) sets new standards for the transparency and
responsibility of companies which work with and process personally provided data. We are taking this
opportunity to inform you about the protection of your personal data, as well as about the rights you have as
regards receiving this newsletter.
The protection of your data is a matter of great importance to us. Thus, it goes without saying that the personal
data which you provide us in the course of sending you this newsletter is not supplied to any third party. You can
at any time make use of your right to correct (update) the data, obtain information regarding the data or delete
the data. Simply send us an email with your specific request to datenschutz@austrialpin.at.
In what context, and to what extent, and for what purpose we and our business associates process the data
obtained from you can be read in our Data Protection Declaration.
If you want to unsubscribe from this newsletter, please send uns an email.
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